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Two strong partners actively and sustainably contributing to  
your success: 
DACH+HOLZ International is the industry’s trade fair officially 
sponsored by the key trade associations. 
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Driving force, trend-setting, dynamic, comprehensive and full of positive spirit: there are many 

ways of paraphrasing three essential words: DACH+HOLZ International. 

Interest in the event is becoming ever stronger and drawing in a wide range of audiences—the 

share of exhibitors and trade visitors from abroad is continuously growing. The exhibition is 

sending a clear signal that it is gaining in importance also on an international scale. 

The reasons why it has earned its name as the established key trade fair for the entire roof and 

timber construction industry will be demonstrated once again from 02 – 05 February 2016 in 

Stuttgart: All topics and products related to the building envelope are turning DACH+HOLZ  

International into the must-see platform for all players in the industry, including carpentry, roofing  

and plumbing trades, as well as architects and the real estate industry. 

The basis of this successful development is the profiled orientation: No other industry trade show 

literally provides “GREAT IDEAS IN EVERY DETAIL” and represents such a focused depth of crafts 

& trades—a definite added-value that is sure to capture your interest and inspire you once again 

in 2016 in Stuttgart. 

Take advantage of this opportunity and benefit from DACH+HOLZ International 2016 by presenting  

your innovations and product range to a savvy, professional audience and important decision 

makers in good time before the start of the building season. 

We look forward to seeing you there! 

Your DACH+HOLZ International 2016 Project Team

 ALWAYS WITH THE PERSONAL TOUCH,  

ALWAYS DEDICATED

Our project team guarantees you continuity  

and professionalism. We are always receptive to  

your wishes.

+SUCCESS
STRENGTH

Mirjam Scherer (Project Assistant), Stefan Frank (Project Coordinator),

Birgit Ewinger (Project Coordinator), Robert Schuster (Project Manager)

(left to right)

INTRODUCTION

And benefit from great success 
opportunities in every detail!

REGISTER NOW
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+PRECISE
DIVERSIFIED

All trades around the building envelope in a unique range and depth of supply: At DACH+HOLZ International,  

all trade visitors from manufacturer to specialist retailer find what they are looking for—and each exhibitor 

the best space for his trade fair presence.

THE SPECIALIST AREAS

   Bitumen and polymer 
bituminous sheeting

  Plastic sheeting
   Plastic and elastomer 
coatings

Flat roofs

  Natural slates
  Fibre cement slates
  Clay panels
  Plastic sheets

Façades/ 
Outer Walls

  Wood-based materials
   Wood construction  
systems

  Timber engineering
  Timber-frame construction

Timberwork/timber- 
frame construction

  Roof tiles and shaped tiles
   Fibre cement slates and 
fittings

  Natural slate
  Roof accessory parts

Pitched roofs

  Sheets/plates
  Metal strip

Metalwork  
(Construction plumbers)

  Solar thermal energy
  Photovoltaics
  Energy roofs and façades

Solar technology 

  Thermal insulation
  Sloping insulation
  Sound insulation

Insulation

   Wood and materials 
processing machines

  Joinery machines

Wood-processing 
machines

  Roof windows
   Light domes and 
mounting frames

  Dormers

Skylights, hatches, 
ventilation 

   Sheet construction  
material

  Sub-structures
  Plaster work

Dry lining

  Filter fleece
  Protection mats
  Plant substrates

Green roofs,  
rooftop cultivation

  Waterproofing sheets
  Sealing profiles
  Exterior drainage
   Drainage and  
gutter systems

Waterproofing, 
drainage

   Bending and edging 
machines

Metal-working  
machines

  Hand tools
  Electrical equipment 

Tools and devices

  Ladders and scaffolding
   Hoists, stackers and  
chutes

Cranes, scaffolding, 
ladders

   Nails, screw nails and 
panel pins

Anchoring, fastenings  
and fixings

  Calculation software
  Joining software
   Construction software/
CAD

Consultation and  
services, EDP

   Workwear, protective 
clothing

Safety and protection 
devices, Workwear
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+SUCCESS FACTORS
FACTS 

DACH+HOLZ International has everything you need for your successful 

trade fair appearance.

CHECK OUT THESE ADVANTAGES:

  360° Product range: No other exhibition showcases such a comprehen-

sive spectrum of products around the building envelope. In 2016, 

professional trade visitors and trade experts will be able to verify this 

claim for themselves on site.

  Audience with expertise: Experienced professionals from the roofi ng, 

carpentry and plumbing trades, as well as architects, planners, 

property developers and housing industry managers—DACH+HOLZ 

International is the perfect platform to convince relevant decision-

makers of your product & service capabilities.

  Knowledge transfer at the highest level: The in-depth forums offer 

you lots of networking opportunities with highly specialised partners. 

Meet experts at eye level and use the trade fair for intensive discussions 

and exchange of know-how.

  Scoring at the right time: Scheduled well before the start of the main 

construction season, the trade fair is clearing the way to a successful 

business year for you. This is the time of year when your target custo-

mers can usually fi t an extended trade fair visit into their busy diary—

the ideal conditions for maintaining sustainable customer relations and 

recruiting new customer business.

  Support guaranteed: DACH+HOLZ International is backed by the 

two key trade associations as their offi cial trade fair, providing additional, 

extensive visitor recruitment.

  After the show is when sales pick up: sustainably successful—that is 

how the exhibition unfolds its long-term effect: 82% of all exhibitors in 

2014 rated the post-fair business as very positive!

Source: All fi gures have been taken from the FKM-certifi ed event organizer statistics or the 

independent visitor and exhibitor survey 2012 (Stuttgart) and 2014 (Cologne) conducted by 

Gelszus Marktforschung GmbH.

FACTS & FIGURES

IDEAL FOR 
PRODUCT LAUNCHES

A majority of exhibitors 
evaluated the trade fair as 
an innovations platform 
with good to excellent.

HIGH STRATEGIC 
RELEVANCE

Almost all exhibitors 
confirmed it: DACH+
HOLZ International is 
an essential marketing 
and sales platform!

A CLEAR VOTE FOR 
THE NEXT SHOW

Almost all exhibitors are 
already certain they will 
exhibit here again in 2016.

Let the comprehensive, meaningful trade fair data speak for itself 

and request a copy of our Facts & Figures Presentation right now. 

All it takes is an email to dachholz@ghm.de.

EVEN MORE FACTS FOR YOUR SUCCESS:

86.2% 

96.6%

94.6%
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+SUCCESS-ORIENTED

STRONG VISITOR 
ATTENDANCE 

Key contacts at the highest level—DACH+HOLZ International as a high-class industry platform 

draws in top level professionals. This is the place where you get in touch with competent 

business partners at decision-maker level, specifi cally geared to individual trades. The share 

of trade visitors at the last show increased yet again to 97.3%, and not least the Stuttgart 

location with the strong economic power of the southern tri-country region contributes 

to your fi rst rate prospects of success.

THE RIGHT TARGET AUDIENCE FOR BEST BUSINESS

At DACH+HOLZ International, you will meet experts from all specialist sectors: Visitors from the 

roofi ng, carpentry, and plumbing crafts have traditionally constituted the target audience for 

many years. But also the share of architects and planners as well as professionals from the 

construction and housing sector is growing continuously. They all use the fair as a thorough 

“innovations radar” and basis for concerted networking and tangible investment decisions.

97.3% 
... ARE TRADE VISITORS.

PROFESSIONALS

ENTHUSIASTIC

... OF VISITORS ARE PLANNING TO 
ATTEND THE EVENT AGAIN IN 2016.

91.3% 

DECISIVE

... OF VISITORS ARE DECISION-MAKERS.

78.6% 

VISITORS PROFILE
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A CLEAR SIGNAL: SUPRA-REGIONAL

DACH+HOLZ International no longer attracts visitors only from the immediate vicinity of the 

trade fair venue. For years, the radius of the catchment area has continued to grow. This 

positive development clearly demonstrates the relevance of this trade event for the industry’s 

decision makers.

But also the international audience likes to turn to the industry’s “number one” to fi nd out 

about the latest trends and innovations. Especially for visitors from other European countries, 

DACH+HOLZ International is a fi xed date in their calendar of events they don’t want to miss.

SHARE OF INTERNATIONAL VISITORS WITH STRONGEST COUNTRY 
REPRESENTATION IN 2014:

CATCHMENT AREA

VISITORS FROM 

39 Countries

Travel distance 
more than 300 km

31%

Travel distance 
more than 100 km

69.3%

TOP 7 
COUNTRIES *
Belgium 
Austria
Netherlands
Poland
France
Switzerland
Italy

* without Germany
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SUPPORTING PROGRAMME

+INSPIRED
FOCUSSED 

The extensive, diversified supporting events programme offers not  

only concentrated expertise, it is also a business contact exchange, enabling 

a transfer of know-how at many levels. 

Among the special events at DACH+HOLZ International, the following 

are sure to score hits:

ARCHITECTS’ DAY

Already since 2009, the architects and planners convention has been one of the 

special trade fair highlights. The renowned lecturers will be presenting the whole 

gamut of what is currently possible in terms of design and construction and 

what may soon be realizable.

FAÇADES FORUM

Practice-oriented presentations for hands-on experience: Experts provide 

information about new materials, KfW-funding support and valuable informa- 

tion on the latest processing guidelines. This makes the forum a worthwhile  

item on the agenda of most visitors—including architects and planners as well 

as carpenters, roofers and plumbers.

SPECIAL PLUMBING CRAFT SHOW 

Initiated and actively organized by the Spenglermeisterschule (Spengler 

School for Master Craftsmen) in Schweinfurt, this “live workshop” provides 

interesting insights. As an exhibitor, take advantage of this opportunity to  

make your products available for live demonstration and benefit from a realistic, 

hands-on presentation of your exhibits in everyday use.

Don’t miss out on the  
International Welcome  
get-together on the  
first day of the trade fair!

GETTING THE TRADE FAIR 
OFF TO A GOOD START 
TOGETHER The exhibition’s programme of supporting events provides the ideal  

platform for an attention-grabbing, authentic centre-stage presen-
tation of your company, tailored to your target audience. Sponsoring 
materials, tools or special equipment is just one of several options 
for participating in these events.

We will be happy to advise you on the individual options available 
to you!

BE THERE + REAP THE BENEFITS: Your participation options
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Alfred Kärcher 

Halle

L-Bank Forum

Oskar Lapp 

Halle

Rothaus Park

Schenker 

Allee 

Ost 

Schenker 

Allee 

West

Schenker 

Allee 

Ost 

Schenker 

Allee

West

Teinacher 

Kaskaden

West entrance

East entrance

LOCATIONS

Within easy reach: The Stuttgart trade fair centre is located so close to the airport, it‘s actually just 

a short walk away. Thanks to the excellent infrastructure, you also have fast, direct access to the trade 

fair venue by underground line, bus or car. 

+WELL LOCATED
WELL PLANNED 

Gross exhibition space:
70,000 m2
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PARTICIPATION OPTIONS

All amounts are subject to VAT and the AUMA 
contribution of € 0.60/m².

PARTICIPATION PRICES:
Row stand  € 163/m²
Corner stand  € 178/m²
End stand  € 186/m²
Island stand  € 193/m²
Open-air site  €  92/m²

ALL-INCLUSIVE STAND PRICES:
Row stand  € 263/m²
Corner stand  € 278/m²

Ready to go: just register and do business. Join us in Stuttgart and take advantage 

of DACH+HOLZ International as a contact and opportunities platform, a knowledge 

hub and acclaimed innovation stage. 

With our various participation options and wide range of marketing services, we will 

promote your business and enable you to COME OUT BIG:

YOUR STAND OPTIONS

Individual exhibition stand

No matter how complex your needs—our goal is to make even the impossible 

possible for you. An early decision on your participation gives you fi rst choice for 

your stand placement and creative room for individual options.

All-inclusive stand

Easy, comfortable and complete—with our all-inclusive offer you can relax during 

stand set-up and tend to pre-show business preparations instead. All you have to do 

is take your exhibits to the fair, we take care of everything else for you.

MARKETING & SUPPORT SERVICES

We work for your success long before the trade fair starts. With in-time, 

on-going advertising, PR and marketing campaigns, we draw attention to 

DACH+HOLZ International show and beat the drum for our exhibitors.

  Promotional activities:  Billboard & banner advertising, print and online ads, 

as well as other online activities as appropriate (e.g. social media or special app 

offerings)

  Dialog activities: 1:1 Target group contacts via direct mailings by post and e-mail. 

  PR activities: Regular press reports in relevant trade media

  International marketing: Visitor recruitment through our 80 foreign represen-

tative offi ces and leading international trade associations

  Services and information offerings at the trade fair: Ticket vouchers and online 

registration, visitor brochures custom-tailored to individual industry target groups 

and exhibition guide

  Digital lead management: Innovative scanning technology to effi ciently capture 

and evaluate your individual visitor data

+ADVERTISING IMPACT
GREAT OPPORTUNITIES 
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+IMPRESSIVE
DYNAMIC

Because anticipation is half the fun, we have prepared some image and sound material to whet 

your appetite for participating in the Stuttgart event.

Experience the inspiring atmosphere that makes DACH+HOLZ International  

a real industry highlight with a short film clip!

AND ACTION!

Get tuned into the 2016 event now with cinematic views and impressions 

from the last DACH+HOLZ International: 

www.dach-holz.de/aussteller/video 

IMPRESSIONS

Persuasive, independently verified success data has been compiled  
in our Facts & Figures. See for yourself—all it takes is an email to  
dachholz@ghm.de.

RATIONAL OVER EMOTIONAL: FACTS & FIGURES 2014



GHM  Gesellschaft für 
Handwerksmessen mbH

Postfach 82 03 55
81803 Munich

Willy-Brandt-Allee 1 
81829 Munich

T +49 89 189 149 0
F +49 89 189 149 239

dachholz@ghm.de
www.ghm.de 

OPENING HOURS: Tuesday – Friday · 9 A.M. – 6 P.M.

YOUR ADVANTAGES AT A GLANCE.

International industry hot spot · Top contacts without stray losses · Expert seminars on 

the latest trends and technologies · Compact trade show planning · Visitor registration · 

Free service extras · Convenient processing with the online service centre · Feedback 

on your visitor registrations · First-class support from our trade fair project team · Strong 

support from industry associations · International marketing opportunities

Robert Schuster
Project Manager
T +49 89 189 149 140
schuster@ghm.de

Birgit Ewinger
Project Coordinator
T +49 89 189 149 143
ewinger@ghm.de

Stefan Frank
Project Coordinator
T +49 89 189 149 141
frank@ghm.de

Mirjam Scherer
Project Assistant
T +49 89 189 149 142
scherer@ghm.de

Your team at DACH+HOLZ International


